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Blopa
Nota adhesiva
Mención directa a la Argentina





Blopa
Nota adhesiva
Maus supone un nuevo paradigma, diferente al representacional (Hollywood y su Lista de Schlinder); y al no-representacional o incluso anti-representacional (Shoah de Lanzmann), en cuanto a las representaciones del Holocausto.





Blopa
Nota adhesiva

Blopa
Nota adhesiva



Blopa
Nota adhesiva



Blopa
Nota adhesiva
(...)more estranging mode of narrative and figurative representation in order to overcome the paralyzing effects of a mimesis of memory-terror (...) a pictorial strategy that would maintain the tension between the overwhelming reality of the remembered events and the tenous, always elusive status of memory itself. 



Blopa
Nota adhesiva
(...)escape from the terror of memory (...) while mimetically reenacting it.





Blopa
Nota adhesiva
(...)a complex relationship in which the image is precisely not mere mirroring, ideological duplication or partisan reproduction, but where it approaches writing.







Blopa
Nota adhesiva
(...)it marks the limits of mimetic approximation, but ir marks them in a quite pragmatic way and without resorting to sublime new difinitions of the sublime as the unpresentable within representation.

Blopa
Nota adhesiva
Mimetic aproximation as a self-concious project thus always couples closeness and distance, similitude and difference.





Blopa
Nota adhesiva
La narrativa gráfica de la historieta no sólo supone una excepción sino un modelo o una estrategia innovadora que al momento de presentar una forma nueva de representación, de construcción estética, también modifica la manera en que se ven las aproximaciones que la antecedieron.

Blopa
Nota adhesiva
(...)How does one avoid the trappings of the culture industry while operating within it? How does one represent that which one knows only thorugh representations and from an ever growing historical distance? All this requires new narrative and figurative strategies including irony, shock, black humor, even cynicism (...) constitutive of what I have called mimetic approximation.



Blopa
Nota adhesiva
In its hybrid folding of a complex and multi-layered narration into the mass cultural genre (...) image-text makes a good case against a dogmatic privileging of modernist techniques of estrangement and negation, for it demonstrates how estrangement and affective mimesis are not mutually exclusive, but can actually reinforce each other.
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